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Abstract— Capacity re-appropriating is a growing pattern 

which prompts a number of captivating security troubles, big 

numbers of which were widely researched earlier than. Be 

that as it can, Provable Data Possession (PDP) is a subject 

matter that has as it were as of late confirmed up in the exam 

writing. The essential problem is the manner to every now 

and then, proficiently and adequately confirm that an ability 

server is dependably placing away its customer's re-

appropriated data. The potential server is notion to be 

untreated as some distance as both safety and unwavering 

excellent. The issue is exacerbated by the consumer being a 

bit registering machine with limited assets. Earlier work has 

tended to this issue using either open key cryptography or 

requiring the patron to redistribute its statistics in this paper 

represents an important step forward towards practical PDP 

techniques. We expect that the salient features of our scheme 

make it attractive for realistic application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of third-party data warehousing and, more 

generally, data outsourcing has become quite popular. 

Outsourcing of data essentially means that the data owner 

moves its data to a third-party provider and server which is 

supposed to presumably for a fee faithfully store the data and 

make it available to the owner on demand. Appealing features 

of outsourcing include reduced costs from savings in storage, 

maintenance and personnel as well as increased availability 

and transparent up-keep of data. A number of security-related 

research issues in data outsourcing have been studied in the 

past decade. Early work concentrated on integrity and data 

authentication, i.e., how to  securely and efficiently ensure 

that the server returns complete results in response and 

correct to its clients’ queries. Later research focused on 

outsourcing encrypted data (placing even less trust in the 

server) and associated difficult problems mainly having to do 

with efficient querying over encrypted domain 

 Two recent results PDP and POR have highlighted 

the importance of the problem and suggested two very 

different approaches. The first is a public key-based 

technique allowing any verifier (not just the client) to obtain 

an interactive proof of data possession and query the server. 

This property is called public verifiability. 

 More recently, however, in the research literature  

the problem of Provable Data Possession (PDP) is also 

sometimes referred to as Proof of Data Irretrievability (POR) 

has popped up. The central goal in PDP is to allow a client to 

efficiently, frequently and securely verify that a server who 

purportedly stores client’s potentially very large amount of 

data is not cheating the client. In this context, cheating means 

that the server might delete some of the data or it might not 

store all data in fast storage, e.g., place it on CDs or other 

tertiary off-line media. It is important to note that a storage 

server might be simply unreliable and lose or inadvertently 

corrupt hosted data, not be malicious. An effective PDP 

technique is unreliable servers and must be equally applicable 

to malicious. The problem is further complicated by the fact 

that the client might be a small device) battery power and 

communication facilities and with the limited CPU. The 

interaction can be repeated number of times, each time 

resulting in a fresh proof. The POR scheme uses special 

blocks (called sentinels) hidden among other blocks in the 

data. During the verification phase, checks whether they are 

intact and the client asks for randomly picked sentinels. If the 

server modifies or deletes parts of the data, then sentinels 

would also be affected with a certain probability. However, 

sentinels should be indistinguishable from other regular 

blocks; this implies that blocks must be encrypted. Thus, 

unlike the PDP scheme in, POR cannot be used for public 

databases, such as libraries, repositories, or archives. We can 

also say that, its use is limited to confidential data. In addition, 

the number of queries is limited and fixed a priori. This is 

because sentinels, and their position within the database, must 

be revealed to the server at each query – a revealed sentinel 

cannot be reused. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our scheme is based totally absolutely on symmetric-key 

cryptography. The maximum crucial idea is that, earlier than 

outsourcing, OW N pre-computes a positive wide variety of 

quick possession verification tokens, each token protecting 

some set of facts blocks. The actual information is then 

surpassed over to SRV. Subsequently, while OWN wants to 

gather an evidence of facts ownership, it demanding 

situations SR V with a set of random-searching block indices. 

In turn, SRV have to compute a brief integrity check over the 

specified blocks (similar to the indices) and return it to OWN. 

For the evidence to keep, the again integrity take a look at 

want to in shape the corresponding fee precompiled by way 

of OWN. However, in our scheme OWN has the selection of 

each maintaining the pre-computed tokens domestically or 

outsourcing them   in encrypted shape  to SRV. Notably, 

inside the latter case, OWN’s storage overhead is consistent 

no matter the size of the outsourced information. Our scheme 

is likewise very efficient in terms of computation and 

bandwidth. 

A. AES ALGORITHM 

We start with a database D divided into d blocks. We want to 

be able to challenge the storage server t times. We use a 

pseudo-random function, f, and a pseudorandom permutation 

g defined as: 

F: {0, 1} c × {0, 1} k −→ {0, 1} L 

And 

g: {0,1} l × {0,1} L −→ {0,1} L 

 In our case l = log d since we use g to permute 

indices. The output of f is used to generate the key for c = log 
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t and g. We note that both f and g can be built out of standard 

block ciphers, such as AES. In this case L = 128. We use the 

PRF f with two master secret keys W and Z, both of k bits. 

The key W is used to generate session permutation keys while 

Z is used to generate challenge nonce. 

 During the Setup phase, the owner OWN generates 

in advance t possible random challenges and the 

corresponding answers. These answers are called tokens. To 

produce the ith token, the owner generates a set of r indices 

as follows: 

1) First, generate a challenge nonce ci = fZ(i) and a 

permutation key ki = fW (i) . 

2) Then, compute the set of indices: {Ij ∈ [1... d] | 1 ≤ j ≤ 

r}, where Ij = gki (j). 

3) Last step is as follows vi = H( ci , D[I1], ... , D[Ir ] ). 

4) The challenge nonce ci is needed to prevent potential 

pre-computations performed by the storage server.Once 

all tokens are computed, the owner outsources the entire 

set to the server, along with the file D, by encrypting each 

token with an authenticated encryption function.  

B. Verification phase 

We point out that there is almost no cost for OWN to perform 

verification. It only needs to re-generate the appropriate 

[ki,ci] pair and perform one decryption in order to check the 

reply from SR V . Furthermore, the bandwidth consumed by 

the verification phase is constant this represents truly minimal 

overhead. The computation cost for SRV, though slightly 

higher (r PRP-s on short inputs, and one hash), is still very 

reasonable. We point out that there is almost no cost for OW 

N to perform verification. It only needs to re-generate the 

appropriate [ki,ci] pair (two PRF-s invocations) and perform 

one decryption in order to check the reply from SRV . 

Furthermore, the bandwidth consumed by the verification 

phase is constant. This represents truly minimal overhead. 

The computation cost for SRV, though slightly higher (r PRP-

s on short inputs, and one hash), is still very reasonable. 

C. Block Update 

We assume that OWN needs to modify the nth data block 

which is currently stored on SRV, from its current value D[n] 

to a new version, denoted D 0 [n]. In order to amend the 

remaining verification tokens, OW N needs to factor out 

every occurrence of D[n] and replace it with D 0 [n]. 

However, one subtle aspect is that OWN cannot disclose to 

SRV which (if any) verification tokens include the nth block. 

The reason is simple: if SRV knows which tokens include the 

nth block, it can simply discard D[n] if and when it knows 

that no remaining tokens include it. Another way to see the 

same problem is to consider the probability of a given block 

being included in any verification token: since there are r 

blocks in each token and t tokens, the probability of a given 

block being included in any token the modifications 

described above are needed to allow the owner to efficiently 

perform the token update. The basic scheme does not allow it 

since, in it, a token is computed by serially hashing r selected 

blocks 

 One subtle but important change in the computation 

of vi above is that now each block is hashed along with an 

index. This was not necessary in the original scheme since 

blocks were ordered before being hashed together. Now, 

since blocks are hashed individually, we need to take into 

account the possibility of two identical blocks that are 

selected as part of the same verification token. If we 

computed each block hash as: H(ci , D[gki (j)]), instead of: 

H(ci , j, D[gki (j)]), then two blocks with identical content 

would produce the same hash and would cancel each other 

out due to the exclusive-or operation. Including a unique 

index in each block hash addresses this issue. We note that 

our XOR construction is basically the same as the XOR MAC 

defined by in the random oracle model H (ci...) is a PRF under 

the key ci. However, we do not need a randomized block as 

in XMACR or a counter as the update operation is illustrated 

in Algorithm; OW N modifies all tokens regardless of 

whether they contain the nth block. Hence, SR V cannot 

discern tokens covering the nth block. However, the crucial 

part of the algorithm is line 6 where OW N simultaneously 

replaces the hash of the block’s old version H(ci , j, D[n]) 

with the new one: H(ci , j, D 0 [n]). This is possible due to the 

basic properties of the L operator. 

D. Security Analysis 

The protection of the Update algorithm within the random 

oracle model follows immediately from the proof of the static 

case. The best difference is inside the way we compute Rather 

than hashing the concatenation of blocks, the adversary 

hashes every single block and XOR the ensuing outputs. This 

does now not alternate the capability of the simulator to 

extract the blocks queried for the duration of the project. 

E. Block Deletion 

After being outsourced, certain data blocks might need to be 

deleted. We assume that the number of blocks to be deleted 

is small relatively to the size of the file. This is to avoid 

affecting the detection probability appreciably. If large 

portions of the file have to be deleted then the best approach 

in this case is to rerun the basic PDP scheme on the new file. 

Supporting block deletion turns out to be very similar to the 

update operation. Indeed, deleted blocks can be replaced by a 

predetermined special block in their respective positions via 

the update procedure 

From: 

 vi = vi ⊕ H(ci , j, D[n])⊕ H(ci , j, D 0 [n]) 

 To:  

vi = vi ⊕ H(ci , j, D[n])⊕ H(ci , j, D Block)  

Where   

D Block is a fixed special block that represents deleted 

blocks. This small change results in the deleted block being 

replaced in all verification tokens where it has occurred. 

Moreover, as in the update case, all tokens are modified such 

that SR V remains oblivious as far as the inclusion of the 

special block. The costs associated to the delete operation are 

identical to those of the update. 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Home 

 

B. User Registration 

 

C. User Login 

 

D. User Home 

 

E. Upload data 

 

F. View Data 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We created and displayed a properly ordered plan of a light-

weight and provably comfortable PDP plot. It outperforms 

earlier paintings on some tallies, which includes capacity, 

switch pace and calculation overheads and in addition the 

help for dynamic duties. Be that as it is able to, since it relies 

upon on symmetric key cryptography, its miles unacceptable 

for open (outsider) test. A function solution for this would be 

a half of and half plan joining additives of and our plan. 
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